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OBJECTIVES: 
After this session, you will be able to: 

1. Describe the method of analysis the courts use to apply the Fifth Amendment to the 
disclosure of passwords and encrypted files; and 

2. Summarize the approach courts take to analyze when undercover officers entrap people 
when employing Internet communications. 

 

REQUIRED READING: PAGE 
Thomas K. Clancy, Compelling Passwords & Entrapment (May 2013) 
[NCJRL PowerPoint] .......................................................................................................................1 

 



Compelling Passwords
&
Entrapment 

in digital evidence cases 

Thomas K. Clancy

Director

www.NCJRL.org

encryption demo

www.symantec.com/products/videos.jsp?pcid=pcat_info_risk_comp&pvid=wd_en
cryption_1

Compelling Passwords

May individual invoke the Fifth Amendment and 
refuse to comply with a grand jury subpoena to 
provide a password to access files on his computer?
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In re: Grand Jury Subpoena to Sebastien Boucher, 
2009 WL 424718  (D. Vt. Feb. 19, 2009)

FACTSFACTS

 Boucher arrested at Canadian border after ICE agent found 
child pornography on laptop in Z drive

 gov't seized laptop, shut it down, obtained warrant to 
search

 Z drive files encrypted, password-protected, and 
inaccessible

 Grand jury subpoena ordered Boucher to provide 
unencrypted version of Z drive

elements of 5th privilege

1.  “no person”

2.  shall be “compelled” – subpoena, otherwise force

3. "in any criminal case”3.  in any criminal case

4. “to be a witness against himself”
two elements: 

1.  Testimonial
2.  Incriminating:  "reasonable cause to apprehend 

danger from a direct answer"  to question

testimonial = COMMUNICATIVE

 trial testimony

 police confessions

 act of production of private documents (some limits)

 demonstrative acts
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WUktwAjG2y4

(nod head)(nod head)

 testimonial:  compelled to share his thoughts or beliefs 
with the gov't or relate to a factual assertion

Pa v. Muniz, 496 U.S. 582 (1990)
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 non-testimonial = source of real or physical 
evidence

 blood test
 fingerprints  – handwriting samples
 voice  – other physical characteristics   

t l thi put on clothing
 lineup

why: not forced to communicate ideas

act of production is incriminating if

1.  existence and location of evidence unknown

not important that Gov't know contents of 
files – merely have reasonable certainty of 

District Court ruling:

existence, location of documents

OR

2. production would "implicitly authenticate" 
documents

Ordered to provide unencrypted version:

1.  gov't knows of location of files and observed 
some 

providing access "adds little or nothing to sum

District Court ruling:

providing access adds little or nothing to sum 
total of Gov't information" and existence, 
location of files

2.  Gov't may NOT use his production of 
unencrypted version as evidence of 
authentication
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scope of ruling in Boucher?

all files vs. some files?

 Magistrate Judge determined that foregone 
conclusion rationale did not apply because gov't has 
not viewed most of files on Z drive 

 Second Circuit precedent does not require that  gov't 
be aware of incriminatory contents of files  --

-- requires gov't to demonstrate "with reasonable 
particularity that it knows of the existence and 
location of subpoenaed documents." 

Thus: 

 Because ICE agent viewed contents of some of Z 
drive's files and ascertained that they may be CP, 
gov't existence / location of  Z drive and its files

 Providing access to unencrypted Z drive "adds 
little or nothing to the sum total of the 
Government's information" about existence  / 
location of files that may contain incriminating 
information

Cf.

In re Subpoena dated March 25, 2011, 
670 F.3d 1335 (11th Cir. 2012)

 suspected of downloading CP while staying at hotels 
-- seized computer while at hotel-- seized computer while at hotel

 computer encrypted -- could not show if it had any 
files

 lower Ct granted act of production immunity but not 
derivative use immunity for any CP
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Boucher distinguished:

 Boucher did not turn on fact that Gov't knew 
contents of file sought

 But Gov't must show files exist

in Boucher irrelevant that Gov't knew what was in Boucher, irrelevant that Gov't knew what was  
in file “2yo getting raped during diaper change,”  
but it was crucial that Gov't knew that there 
existed a file under such a name.  That is simply 
not case here. 

 Gov't need not show specific file names -- only 
that a file exists

password for facebook

United States v. Smalcer,
2012 WL 695456 (6th Cir. 2012) (unreported)

Cf.

 DEF on probation has no Fifth Amendment 
privilege in probation revocation proceeding

 can be ordered to disclose facebook password

Traveler cases & Entrapment

policing the internet
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undercover operations on Internet:

social networks
chatschats

traveler cases

2004-08 stats for Internet Crimes Against Children task
force 

20,562 online enticement complaints

7,879 complaints regarding suspected travelers —

online child predators who travel to location of child 
to establish physical contact

Entrapment

law enforcement agent impacts in innocent 
person:

Inducement to commit crimeInducement to commit crime

and

defendant NOT already pre-disposed to commit 
crime
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The Undercover Persona

u/c operative memorizes role

u/c operative must be familiar w/ subject 
matter contained in rolematter contained in role

Keep notes of anything that the u/c tells the 
target. The target may ask later in order to 
“check to see if the u/c remembers.”

Yahoo! name “shelligirlsouth13”

Hobbies:
 cheerleading, shopping, babysittingcheerleading, shopping, babysitting

Occupation: studentp

Age: blank (used to be 13 )

Nickname is “Kay-Kay”

lives w/ Mom; parents are divorced

Mom works evenings
(nurse working 3 — 11)

no digital camera  or if she does (or borrows 
) ’ d h ’ f hone), can’t get nude photo’s of her to 

upload into Yahoo! system correctly

does not have webcam; wants one
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had sex once; former boyfriend; too rough;

deflects questions (sexual ones especially)

Relationship Motto: “it’s the person that 
matters, not their age”

wants target to be gentle

needy “will you be my boyfriend”

tells defendant: you must bring condoms, 
my mother would kill me if I got pregnant

Kay-Kay has no concept of illegalities

friend, Katie, is “wild”

Katie and boyfriend (who is 16) do it all the 
time

Kay-Kay jogs near local park all time (meeting 
place)

Mom checks phone for calls

Would be “grounded for life” if caught
having sex 

Use right SCHEDULE

… think and operate like a 13 year old

weekdays, 3:30 p.m.  through 10:30 p.m.weekdays, 3:30 p.m.  through 10:30 p.m.
k dk dweekendsweekends

school holidaysschool holidays
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Female Operative

they want to call (and check you out)

younger the voice the better

what if they want to meet?
availability and safety issues ...

Defeating Entrapment Attacks

1. Sit silently in chat room. DO NOT even say “hello room” when   
entering room.

2. Respond when asked “a/s/l” …. 13 / female / Baton Rouge

3 Play it cool --- act like 13 year old; deflect questions about3. Play it cool act like 13 year old; deflect questions about
sex

4. Limit previous sexual experiences (once with ex-bf; it hurt; he
was rough, etc.)

5. Record everything (archive; phone calls, etc.)

6. Chat on multiple days; let target contact you first each day

poehlman
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U.S. v. Poehlman,
217 F.3d 692 (9th Cir. 2000)

cross-dresser looking for love on Internet

answered ad by Sharon looking for someone who 
understood her family's "unique needs"

Sharon confessed --
 had to be both mother/father to daughters 

but some things not equipped to teach –
needed help in  "special education"

P: 
expressed uncertainty what she was referring toexpressed uncertainty what she was referring to
would treat her kids as his own (he had boys)would treat her kids as his own (he had boys)
would give kids "proper morals" and supportwould give kids "proper morals" and support
wanted her love, sex, companywanted her love, sex, company

Sharon:
"I don't think you understand" to his teaching proper "I don't think you understand" to his teaching proper do t t you u de sta d to s teac g p opedo t t you u de sta d to s teac g p ope

moralsmorals
not interested in himnot interested in him -- wanted special teacher for kids  wanted special teacher for kids  

---- "man teacher""man teacher"
What would you teach?What would you teach?
would not get upset at what he wrote in replywould not get upset at what he wrote in reply
she'd like to watch if he didn't think too weirdshe'd like to watch if he didn't think too weird

Sharon:
told her kids of "special memories" she had 
about her "special teacher" and they're excited

P:  expressed willingness to be sex instructor

later emails often in response to Sharon'slater emails – often in response to Sharon's 
prompting, contained explicit descriptions

6 months of emails, P.  twice proposed marriage but 
Sharon replied:  "not interested in marriage or 
relationship w/ "my darlings' teacher"
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Entrapment?

1.  Inducement:  

 did intent to commit crime originate w/ police?

 can be any govt conduct creating substantial risk 
otherwise law-abiding citizen would commit offense, 
including:

 persuasion
 fraudulent misrepresentation
 threats
 coercive tactics
 harassment
 promise of reward
 pleas based on need, sympathy, or friendship

2.  pre-disposition: 

 must exist prior to contact with govt agent

 no evidence of in Poehlman

State v. Pischell,
762 N.W.2d 595 (Neb. 2009)

"ljb92"  converses w/ "lincolnpietaster" (P) in chatroom

92:  says she's 15 – P. relies "too young"

3 th l t i t t f P3 months later  -- instant message from P
asl – pics exchanged
P offers oral sex – graphic details
proposes meeting -- bring K-Y 

No Inducement – Mere Opportunity to Commit Crime
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arrest and investigation

assume suspect drives to scene to meet Kay-Kay
and is arrested

What evidence do you expect to find and 
where?

What legal process do you need?

Pischell issues

 sufficiency of evidencey

 search of car

 entrapment
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